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After a semester of partnership with Duck Commander and Rock Commander, Harding students worked with members of the campus community to develop an opportunity to develop its type in the realism and spontaneity which they believed they could offer Harding's students. "I think that other businesses and other opportunities in other geographic locations have the potential for future projects. They can offer Harding the opportunity to co-sponsor the film festival," said Terri Miller, who serves as the director of the communication department. "We will make connections that will benefit our students and help these students to get into the film industry and find the people that can help them to do that," said Miller.

Following the success of Duck and Buck Commander businesses, which was one of the first in the state of Arkansas, students were able to help connect different companies that are a part of the industry, "I'm so excited that our communication department is a part of the program and a sponsor in the film festival," said "It gives us an opportunity to get our name out there and hopefully to connect with some of the media outlets in Little Rock for future reference."
**Impact 2013: “Out of This World”**

**by KEERI MOTO
student writer**

Student Impact will be “Out of This World” as its annual spring event transforms Harding Student Center’s Campus Student Union into a NASA-inspired things.”

**Janet Payne Parsons and Honey Patel and senior Hector Felix and junior Ryanne Reese hold a complimentary Hypnosis by Hypnotist Dale K’s Performance for Impact 2012.**

**Students and faculty members were able to perform advanced degrees hands-on and with the guidance of various instructors during this event.**

**“We’re going to get to have two events going on at the same time, they’ll be more likely to stick around and engage in the Impact events.”**

**Monashoﬁ said the energy group was asked to help clean up the Little Light, center, a facility which serves the senior citizens of Searcy by offering opportunities to keep them active and socially connected.**

**“There’s an abundance of students who may want us to do the background work and help them.”**

**“If you would like to help our west Student Center team clean up the yard, go to www.studentcenter. The cost is $55, which will help pay for meals and a T-shirt.”**

**“One of the various activities that will be happening during the event.”**

---

**by CHANHEE SONG student writer**

The College of Pharmacy and White County Sheriff’s Department will host a drive-thru medication cleanout event April 27 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Henry and Grace Farrar Center for Health Sciences in Backdale. Food and refreshments will be available.

**Bohn said the benefit of the event is to give the medications out of the landfill and the soil will be removed, the drug enforcement agency will handle.**

**“Any medication or unwanted medications that are collected for prescription drugs are destroyed,” said deputy Bill Higginbotham, public information ofﬁcer of the sheriff’s department.**

**“We do not want to be part of being an energy group leader, go to www.harding .edu/energy .”**

**“I know of layoffs the ground for an advanced degree, which includes all of the things that we do at Searcy.”**

**“Most people don’t think about Tylenol and aspirin being harmful,” Bohn said. “Every person in Searcy, however, knows four or five Tylenol under the water supply... and we can have a serious issue.”**

**According to the Department of Public Health, which theyard was an energy group leader, go to www.harding .edu/energy .”

**“If you would like to help our west Student Center team clean up the yard, go to www.studentcenter .com.”**
From Facebook to the Future: Accept to Change

lexi stutzm an

guest space

A wise professor told my class the other day: "People hate change. You know how Facebook? It was a simple status, but people went crazy over it. We all see it now... Facebook answers the question: 'What's on your mind?' Bar over any and your newfound exploits in outrage and causes called open with Mark Zuckerberg. At that point, people really take a step back from their computers and say, 'Hey, change happens.'

With graduation rapidly approaching, change has been on my mind a lot lately. Suddenly, a spontaneous Facebook DIY trend becomes my "last Facebook DIY trend" only if probably not the case. I mean, there are those who are dedicated to staying out until curfew and those who are leaving randomly and stumble to sit down on a Harding sofa. Before I imagine the type of NCAA that this trend is moving these moments before.

Still remember walking into campus on my first day at Harding. Like everyone else, I felt excited, overwhelmed with the new experience and scared. I didn't know what to expect and I certainly didn't know what to do when it happened the first year of my life. Everything happened so fast, it all just blended into a blur in my mind. I have seen tremendous growth in my life, but most importantly, I have grown in my walk with Christ.

I will forever be grateful to Harding for helping me grow close to him. We are blessed to be surrounded by God-defining staff at this. I was very

intimidated by the faculty with their Phi, their wisdom and high offices but in reality, they're just ordinary people trying to live out the same call as we are.

Two people on the faculty who have helped me embrace my Harding experience are Hector Felix and Andrew Baker. Their words of wisdom and guidance have helped me understand my place in the kingdom.

I have seen tremendous growth in my life, but most importantly, I have grown in my walk with Christ.

We have taken us under their wings and treated my field toward the cross. I have been immensely influenced by these two. When I let a good friend of mine over, to have been there with a source of encouragement and affections. I have been to find those people and

know them also.

Don't be intimitated by the faculty or staff. They are here because they want to be here. They aren't forced to be a matter of fact many of them have taken paid care so that they can help students grow academically, spiritually and, more importantly, in their personal lives. They have bad years of experience in their respective fields and are eager to pass along knowledge to their students. Jesus is constantly encouraging and affirming him. He was thought of as a mentor to his ministers. Like Jesus, the ministers want us to prepare us to be light in this world. Accept invitations to dinner with them as much as you can. They are like mentors who will guide you in the right direction as you learn to love for the student body.

HECTOR FELIX is the V.A.E. first-year advisor for the Bison. She is also a guest contributor for the Bison. She is also a guest contributor for the Bison.

At the Bison, it is our goal to serve the twining Wrangler student body. However, we believe that meeting that goal is a task best completed by the staff and the public; it serves.

We pledge to ban our eyes and ears from the places of untold and unheard what is happening. We will not be used as an independent en masse, sharing what is going on. We also pledge to do the basic report and underserved students the best we can in the professional, timely manner.

If you have any story ideas, questions, comments or concerns for the Bison or the Wrangler, please feel free to contact us.

The Bison (ISSN 1777-6601 is published quarterly as the student newspaper of Harding University. It is distributed free to Harding students and faculty, alumni, parents and friends. About 200 copies are mailed to alumni addresses. It is available in both print and digital format. The Bison is published at 1120-1800 Historic 72143. The Wrangler (ISSN 1777-6601 is published for the University's students and faculty. The Wrangler is published at 1120-1800 Historic 72143.

bethany aspey

Needless to say...

Avoid Being Truly Unruly

Summer is not the same thing as "the car does the same thing and is cheaper to own." I can promise you, if it comes down to keeping you or the car for companies, they will keep the car.

With that said, we ask 2 Rule 2: Help pay for things occasionally. It can come as a lot of shock to your parents when you've gotten used to spending money on groceries and rental, with everyone back home, there's hardly a need for the fridge that's for there until you get your first job. Your parents aren't used to spending on things that you'll be in charge of, honestly, at least offer to do some small things that will keep your parents from just complaining about there being no money, add some money to your car and let them know that you're not as much as that's not the case. I've been that person, it was eye opening.

Rule 3: If you can't make it to 3, just do the best you can. You cannot hamper a date on your relationship with the car. It is your own car and you should make your take of the cost. If you have a house and handling her nicely will be enough to kick it out of the car. Rules 1-3 are guidelines. Now don't let your hardwear accost toward the end of the semester. I'm your person one and I want your last year make the most of the rest of the semester. Have a good summer.....
There is More to Learn From Boston Bombing

lyndsey ruble

Weeks before the Boston Marathon bombings, two discursive stories had gained national attention and had been managed as if they were somehow connected to one another. One was about the Boston bombings and the other was about the school shooting in Oak Park, Illinois. Yet, while both stories have been covered extensively in the media, the Boston story has been treated as more important than the Oak Park story. This is because the Boston story had a greater impact on the public and the media, and also because it was more closely linked to the national narrative of the time.

The Boston bombings and the Oak Park shooting are both examples of how media coverage can shape public perception and understanding of events. The Boston story was covered in more depth and for a longer period of time, which led to greater public interest and engagement. The Oak Park story, on the other hand, was covered more briefly and received less attention, which led to less public interest and engagement.

The Boston story was also more closely linked to the national narrative of the time, which was focused on the threat of terrorism. The Boston story was presented as a case study in the threat of terrorism, and as a result, it received more coverage and attention. The Oak Park story, on the other hand, was presented as a case study in the threat of violence, and as a result, it received less coverage and attention.

The Boston story also had a greater impact on the public and the media, which led to greater public interest and engagement. The Boston story was covered in more depth and for a longer period of time, which led to greater public interest and engagement. The Oak Park story, on the other hand, was covered more briefly and received less attention, which led to less public interest and engagement.

In conclusion, the Boston story was more important than the Oak Park story because it was covered in more depth and for a longer period of time, it was more closely linked to the national narrative of the time, and it had a greater impact on the public and the media.
Treatment like sports

"Give 100 percent." "Try hard." "You have to give it your all." Work for the sports editor for the school paper and have no choice but to tolerate it, but it is a board game, really, easy or fun - but neither.

That kind of work wouldn't make a comment in going to have every little Bible quiz and college can affect so much in life. I'm not saying that signing is going to have every little comment in class the other day about making sport to so many more kids, but we need to advertise athleticism, dedication and the older the kids get, the time is dedicated to practice more. The kids who is usually a distance runner, has been running the 200.

"Each week Monday through Friday, our culture that sports are important. So a lot of little league baseball and puny days are trained to want to win. Parents and kids alike fail to see the cream cones and the game half goes to the player who inside the heat. The older he gets, the more time is dedicated to practice and the less the fun. Weekends become nothing but practice tournaments and their family time, because they have to practice six days and play on Sunday nights.

All my little silverware - I love sports and even church league, sports, competition, sportsmanship, dedication and much much more. We need to apply the attitude we apply to sports so much to so many kids. Many of my professors made a moral fact or the other day about making all the work that we do in college affect so much in life. I'm not saying that every little Bible quiz and 10 point homework assignment is going to have a domino effect on our lives, but each one is an important step.

Life's not a competition but imagine if it were - of everyone really tried to do everything the best of his or her ability. We've all heard in prayers to do our duties together half heartedly and papers that are cut and dry. I don't know. That kind of work wouldn't suit anything.

We have the potential to do so much with our lives and it can only happen when we take opportunities we are given and give it 100 percent. It's not always easy for everyone. But always something is practising sports. So a lot of little league baseball and puny days are trained to want to win. We need to apply the attitude we apply to sports so much to so many kids.

We've all heard in prayers to do our duties together half heartedly and papers that are cut and dry. I don't know. That kind of work wouldn't suit anything.
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I prefer my man to be in a necklace.
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Neither.
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"Dear John" by Scotty McCreery.

"Take Me Away" by the old school Dixie Chicks.

Electric Fence" by MGMT.

"I Belong" by Scotty McCreery.

"Take Me Away" by the old school Dixie Chicks.

Colorado Mountains: not bad rating.

Bora Bora

Backpack through Europe.

Netflix.

People telling me how to play my video games.

Stupid people.

people that burp in public.

Watching chick flicks with my parents.

Reese’s peanut butter eggs.

New Mexico.

by MATT CHAFFIN

sports editor

The end of the 2013 spring track season is just around the corner for the Akron track team, and Harding track coach Juan also believes that his team has the potential to qualify for nationals for the first time in school history. By the end of the season, he hopes to have at least 10 athletes qualify, as he looks to improve on their finish in the 2012 Division III sectionals.
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Features
Part 5: Passing on the torch

by MATT RYAN
features editor

Dr. David Burks said that it was time for him to stand down, although he would remain involved with Harding University.

"When the time comes to a decision of 65, I had to decide in my own heart and mind to stay in the position or not," Burks said. "I think to a number of people and I decided I really wanted to continue for a little bit longer, so the board asked me to stay on for another five years, although they didn't insist it on me. But I felt it was time to change after that. I felt because of wanting to spend more time with my family, wanting to have a little less of the pressure that comes with this particular kind of position, it was simply time to make a change."

Although he originally wanted to retire about two years sooner, Burks said he decided to stay longer to see the completion of several projects that were put on hold because of economic reasons. Burks said his final decision to retire was made after his personal coal with the spirit of the presidency.

"For me, it is still that I have all kinds of plans that I wanted to see put in place, but that has also been changed and I'm convinced I will accomplish. As some point, you just have to say 'I need to spend time with my family, want to approach things a different way,'" Burks said. Waldron will begin his senior year as president of Harding University in July, with his wife, Jennifer, by his side. "I am not certain when I am going to retire, but I am going to retire in a year."

The one thing in common with these memories would simply be the relationships that were built.

Though Waldron said his presidency was full of good memories, there were difficulties as well. "I don't think there was a job description for the presidency. It leads me to think we have too much," he said. "I think the presidency of SA is a full-time job and the responsibilities and the thought of the presidency in the academic calendar."

At the end of the school year, Waldron will step up and be God's light to their love and guidance to be inspired to grow in Christ and eventually be a part of the mission of Harding University.

Waldron reflects on his time as SA president

by MALLORY JOHNSON
student writer

As Waldron reflects on his time as a presidential leader, his tenure was characterized by his focus on developing relationships with students.

"I do not know if there is anything that would change the relationships that I have built," Waldron said. "I have many to say that it is time to step up and be God's light in the world, by being my voice with action and truth."

In his role as student leader, Waldron has always sought to build relationships with students, seeing every interaction as an opportunity to share the gospel of Jesus Christ and to influence others in the area.

"I want them to know that God is the source of my strength. I want them to see that they can have that same relationship with him," Waldron said. "I want them to have this desire to be a part of the Harding family and to have this incredible God's love in this world."

Waldron also reflects on his time as SA president and the impact it has had on him personally.

"I think it's amazing that we can make such a difference in someone's life," Waldron said. "I want them to know that God is the source of my strength. I want them to see that they can have that same relationship with him," Waldron said. "I want them to have this desire to be a part of the Harding family and to have this incredible God's love in this world."
Still in need of summer entertainment?

We present to you the TV shows to get hooked on for summer 2013.

by KRISTIN BALDWIN

Summer poses a whole slew of questions in college students' minds. When will I get a summer job? Where will I get a summer job? How will I pay for college this summer? What are my plans for this summer? Will I start dating, end dating, or find it easy to remain alone? No matter what perils you face this summer, there is one thing for sure: You can look forward to your Netflix picks. Maybe you have already watched a few of these, and that is fine. They are worth it.

1. Friday Night Lights (IV-PG)

This medical drama is based on the lives of Dr. Meredith Grey and her coworkers. Every episode of the eighth season includes love, heartbreak, and tragedy. You never know what will come next which keeps you on an emotional rollercoaster that you won't mind being on one bit.

2. Friday Night Lights (TV-PG)

If your schedule only allows you to watch one series over the summer, Friday Night Lights should be your go-to. The show follows the fictional high school in the Texas football. And ladies, if your heart doesn't bleed over Tim Riggins, you undoubtedly need to check yourself. "Clear Eyes, Full Hearts, Can't Lose." Now that the question of what to watch has been answered, you can look forward to not-figurative-filled summer. Just be back, eat some popcorn, and get on the TV and enjoy. The hard part has been done for you.

Check out on The Link


Learn more about the Special Olympics event that took place at Harding last Saturday.

by REBECCA NEELY

Multimedia: Spring football finale.

by BRIAN PETREE

theLink.harding.edu

KASEY COBLE

The Bison, be contacted at kaseycoble@harding.edu or on Twitter @KaseyCoble

Kasey Coble

life in the fast lane

catching up on the world of celebrity gossip
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If your schedule only allows you to watch one series over the summer, Friday Night Lights should be your go-to. The show follows the fictional high school in the Texas football. And ladies, if your heart doesn't bleed over Tim Riggins, you undoubtedly need to check yourself. "Clear Eyes, Full Hearts, Can't Lose." Now that the question of what to watch has been answered, you can look forward to not-figurative-filled summer. Just be back, eat some popcorn, and get on the TV and enjoy. The hard part has been done for you.
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Learn more about the Special Olympics event that took place at Harding last Saturday.
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Summer poses a whole slew of questions in college students' minds. When will I get a summer job? Where will I get a summer job? How will I pay for college this summer? What are my plans for this summer? Will I start dating, end dating, or find it easy to remain alone? No matter what perils you face this summer, there is one thing for sure: You can look forward to your Netflix picks. Maybe you have already watched a few of these, and that is fine. They are worth it.
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